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Ing The China Conundrum Why
Didi isn’t the first Chinese tech giant to run afoul of the country’s regulators. But there’s a key difference between the ride-hailing giant and all the others before it that have drawn Beijing’s ire ...
Next China: Didi Data in the Wrong Hands
Beijing’s crackdown on cryptocurrencies has captured headlines, while behind the scenes its reserve bank set up its own digital currency ...
Currency and control: why China wants to undermine bitcoin
There is a chance that China could become the leader in the global financial system, according to Charles Li, the former head of Hong Kong’s stock exchange operator.
China ‘needs Hong Kong’ in race for global financial leadership, former stock exchange chief says
Dozens of WeChat accounts have been blocked and then deleted without warning ...
Outrage over crackdown on LGBTQ WeChat accounts in China
I wrote a book called Why and How the CPC Works in China. In it, one sharp question is addressed: Why did the CPC not collapse like the ruling parties of the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe ...
Why the CPC works in China?
With the US withdrawal emboldening the Taliban and casting doubt on the Kabul government’s ability to stay in power, the group’s spokesman Suhail Shaheen says it welcomes Chinese investments in ...
China a ‘welcome friend’ for reconstruction in Afghanistan: Taliban spokesman
Jim Cramer says this market is signaling worry over a lack of global leadership on COVID, plus concerns over China and cybersecurity threats.
Cramer's Mad Money Recap: COVID, China, Cybersecurity
Didi is the latest company to face intensified scrutiny in a crackdown on some of China's biggest technology giants. China's Didi Global Inc. is one of the world's largest ride-hailing apps.
Why China is investigating Didi and other big Chinese tech firms
Chinese regulators have clamped down on the country’s largest ride-hailing app, Didi Global Inc., days after its shares began trading in New York ...
EXPLAINER: Why China is investigating tech firms like Didi
R. Mark Halligan of FisherBroyles, LLP discusses the four stages of trade secret asset management, emphasizing the importance of starting with identification and classification before focusing on ...
The current trade secret conundrum: the cart before the horse
It aims to replenish the G7 with three democratic (and, not coincidentally, China-skeptic ... Nigeria, and Mexico? Why has the chair of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) also ...
The ‘Global Britain’ Conundrum
Tesla Inc (NASDAQ: TSLA) is facing a setback in China, a region that is key to its growth plans going forward. The Tesla Analyst: Wedbush analyst Daniel Ives has an Overweight rating and a $1,000 ...
Why Tesla's China Recall Is a 'Black Eye' Moment For the EV Maker In The Key Region
The FTSE 100 Index was set to make a partial recovery from yesterday’s heavy falls but Bitcoin was showing no signs of any rally. Share prices and crypto currency valuations fell heavily on Thursday, ...
FTSE 100 set for slight bounce after heavy falls but Bitcoin remains in the doldrums
Just days after Didi Global Inc., China’s version of Uber, pulled off a $4.4 billion initial public offering in New York, the Chinese cyberspace regulator effectively ordered it removed from app ...
Why Didi Shares Are Falling and Why China Is Cracking Down?
At present, most of the institutions within Australian academia favor international relationships with China that are representative of past approaches, while the policymaking community has moved on.
Solving Australian Universities’ China Conundrum
It wasn’t hard to work out what – and who – he was talking about: China. But Morrison faces a conundrum in his pitch to reform the WTO to resolve trade disputes with China, which has blocked ...
Morrison’s dilemma: Australia needs a dual strategy for its trade relationship with China
The 49ers are one of the most talented rosters in the NFL on paper, however all that talent has resulted in a losing record in the of the four previous seasons.
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